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fonctionnaires should have the right to band themselves together
into trade unions and even to strike in protest against griev-
ances. There was even a concerted attempt at a general strike,
as in 1909, which was crushed by the new Prime Minister,
Aristide Briand: although he" had himself long preached the
efficacy of the general strike. When the test-case came with
the strike of the underpaid railway workers, Briand arrested the
leaders and called up the strikers as army reservists—one of the
earliest, but not the last, occasion when the executive used its
military7 powers as a weapon of domestic policy.1
What were the substantial grievances underlying this unrest,
and what did the parliamentary governments do to remedy
them as distinct from mere suppression of the symptoms? Dur-
ing the years of political turmoil and parliamentary crisis,
legislative change had lagged far behind social needs. The
system of metayage and share-cropping, especially in the central
region of France, perpetuated many grievances which had
been grievances in 1789. Among the agricultural labourers,
perhaps the most neglected section of French workers, wages
were unduly depressed and conditions of work often appalling.
There was widespread unemployment during the economic
crises and slumps of the years after 1882 and 1892. Fluctua-
tions in the prices of consumers' goods created a sense of in-
security among the workers. During the eighteen-nineties the
bureaucracy had, indeed, created workers' delegations for the
mines, and laws were passed limiting women's work to ten
hours a day, regulating hygiene, pensions and accident insur-
ance. These measures were sponsored by the conservative,
moderate Republicans, under pressure from the Press and the
Church, as well as from Socialist congresses and strikes. More
legislation drawn up by the parliamentary Socialists before
1905 remained a dead letter, and in Halevy's words, the politi-
cal world in a changing France, 'concentre dans une bureaucratic
1 For details of these events see E. Lavisse: op. cit., Vol. VIII,
Book IV, Chapter IV, and Book II, Chapter XI; D, W. Brogan:
op. cit., pp. 404-27; A. Z&vaes: op. cit., Chapter XVI.

